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Alternate cover edition for B00TMIMRWU Do you want to achieve better results in a dynamic world? Then it
is time to add leadership to your skills as a project manager. The power of project management Project
management is a powerful methodology that can be applied to many different types of projects. Project
management gives a framework to manage projects.
In the beginning, it seems that your role is solely to planning, manage and complete the tasks as approved.
The challenge of projects in a dynamic world As a project manager, you are assigned projects of higher
complexity and strategic importance for the organization. To make things more challenging, we live in a
dynamic world, with a fast pace of changes, innovations, and high level of uncertainties. Moving beyond
managing tasks It seems that the kinds of issues and challenges you are facing go far beyond the tools and
technique of project management. You are looking for something else to complement your expertise and
knowledge of project management. You already did your homework and learned the tools and techniques of

project management.
Yet, the demands from the clients, stakeholders, the executive suites are more complex and difficult to
manage. Looking for a solution to enhance your professional skills You feel it is time to move beyond
managing tasks. You realize that your success requires you to be able to do more than just bringing tasks to
completion, as planned. Then, this book is for you! It is time to add leadership skills to your professional
toolbox. Leadership skills for project managers Adding leadership skills is a change of emphasis from tasks to
vision and results. It is a toolbox of skills that will help you achieve better results and add more value to the
projects you are managing. For complex and strategic projects, it is no longer sufficient to only supervise
tasks. The world is fast changing and complex, and many core operations can be managed as projects. In that
context, it is important to bring to the project strong leadership skills. The danger of an incomplete view In a
dynamic and fast changing world, project success requires leadership, but leadership can be overwhelming if
not done properly. Leadership is often discussed in bits and parts. True, Each part on its own provides some
benefits. But to achieve optimal results, it is important to cover the various dimensions of leadership. A
holistic approach to leadership This book provides to project managers a holistic approach to developing their
leadership skills and achieve better results in a dynamic world. This is the approach that this book brings to
you: a comprehensive view of leadership covering the key dimensions of leadership. Start your journey
Leadership development is important for your career as a project manager. Start your journey.
Read the Leadership Toolbox for Project Managers. Equip yourself to achieve better results in a dynamic
world.
Take action Scroll up and click the buy button now About the Author Michel Dion is a Project Management
Professional, who is also very active online in the project management community. He has been developing a
website called Project-Aria since July 2012. www.

